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The concept of using premiums and incentives to attract 
customers is far from new for business in the United States.
In fact, the idea is quite old. Industrial marketeers pioneered 
premium merchandising in the pre-Civil War period.1
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It was only recently, in the early 1960's, that a few 
venturesome bankers overcame their built-in scruples against 
asking people for business and adopted the customer-incentive- 
premium approach.

But the idea soon caught on in banking circles and the 
result is part of banking's history. Today, just a short while 
since a bank first offered a premium to a customer, hundreds 
and hundreds of American banks are conducting incentive promotions, 
not only to attract new customers, but to hold onto present 
depositors.

The purpose of this research was centered around the following 
two questions: (1) What necessary information is required when 
determining whether a bank should initiate a customer incentive 
program, and (2) What type of success have banks had with customer 
incentive programs?

American Bankers Association, Customer Premiums, How to 
Use Them as a Bank Marketing Tool (New York: American Bankers 
Association, 1969), p.l.
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The two sections of this paper cover these two questions. 
Information in chapter one was obtained from a variety of sources 
including the American Bankers Association, the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Kansas City, state banking supervisory authorities, 
numerous banking publications and various business magazines. 
Information in chapter two was obtained from twenty-four bank 
officers, representing twenty-four different banks, using a 
questionnaire prepared during my research.
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CHAPTER I

WHAT NECESSARY INFORMATION IS 
REQUIRED WHEN DETERMINING WHETHER 
A BANK SHOULD INITIATE A CUSTOMER-

INCENTIVE PROGRAM



2

Banks, savings and loan associations and other financial 
institutions throughout the United States are suddenly promoting 
their services using the ancient gimmick of premiums. The 
gimmick works in this way. Bring in your dollars and open an 
account with us, demand or savings, or borrow from us, and we 
have a gift for you. The basic appeal of premiums lies in the 
fact that the bank offers the customer something of value free 
for doing something that the customer knows he should do anyway.

Unbeknownst to many people, bankers were the first to use 
premiums as rewards. It all started in the Nile Valley some 
4700 years ago, before there was such a thing as money. At 
that time, the Pharaohs held the wealth, offering many gifts for 
deposits of gold and myrrh into their underground vaults for 
safekeeping, to caravdn travelers and merchant princes, to be 
released upon their return, with the gifts.2

Even though banks have offered premiums for many years, 
time has caused bankers to view prospective incentive programs 
differently. Today bankers have different problems to overcome 
before making a decision and they must have the necessary 
background information in order to solve these problems.

An incentive campaign usually originates as an idea in the 
advertising or business promotion department. Its eventual 
success or failure depends largely upon how much backing manage
ment will give the campaign. Enthusiastic backing from management 
is necessary for a successful campaign. In fact, unless the 
marketing specialist can enlist top management 100 per cent for

2W. C. Bryon, "The History of Premiums'; Western Banker,
May 1970, p. 276. --------------



the promotion, he may be well advised to reconsider its chances 
of success, particularly if it is the bank's first customer- 
incentive program.

Another prerequisite for a highly successful incentive 
effort is to have the project thoroughly understood and supported 
by the entirety of the bank's personnel. Staff orientation 
plans and the uses of staff incentives in a customer-incentive 
program should be considered when drawing up a promotion campaign.

Bank marketing men generally agree that a market survey is 
needed for designing the most effective incentive program and 
for showing management what to expect for the outlay required.
When decisions about promotional approaches, advertising appeals, 
operating procedures, and probable results of a customer-incentive 
program can be based 6n solid market data, the outcome of the 
promotion is likely to check out close to the forecasts.

Banking experts must also determine what type of premium 
program is best suited for their prospective situation. Premium 
programs are classified as either one-shot or continuity; they 
also are differentiated as giveaways or self-liquidating. 
Continuity programs usually last for at least six or eight 
months and occasionally are extended over several years. A 
continuity promotion typically provides that when a customer 
makes his first deposit or other specified transactions, he 
receives free of charge a premium that by itself is of little 
use, but is the first unit in a valuable set. To complete the 
set he must make the requisite number of subsequent deposits 
within the period of the promotion, each time qualifying for 
purchasing an additional unit at a price well below the retail 
cost of a comparable article. This price, however, is somewhat

3
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above what the item costs the bank. The aggregate markup on 
his first few purchases liquidates the bank's out-of-pocket cost 
of the free initial premium. Some continuity programs require 
the customer to purchase one unit along with his free unit when 
making his first deposit. Another variation gives him not only 
his first, but also his final premium free.3

Most one-shot programs have traditionally been giveaways. 
They entitle the customer to a free premium when he qualifies 
by making his first deposit or otherwise meeting the bank's 
conditions. There are no subsequent premiums in the program. 
Because of the high net cost per account brought in by the 
one-shot, giveaway plan, the minimum deposit requirement is 
typically set higher than in the continuity programs.4

A more recently developed type is the self-liquidating,
one-shot plan, sometimes called self-sustaining. Since the
customer purchases the premium along with his opening account
transaction, the bank has no problem of offsetting any expense
for merchandise given away. Also, because the customer receives
nothing free, this promotion is not subject to such regulatory
restrictions as New York's top limit of $2.50 on the cost of

5any premium given away.
Banks experienced in incentives generally agree that a 

continuity promotion can add the maximum in deposit totals and 
develop in customers the important habit of visiting the bank 
at little or no out-of-pocket cost for the premiums. These 
built-in advantages result from the necessarily long term of the

3American Bankers Association, op. cit., p. 4.
4Ibid.
5Ibid.
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premium offer and its self-liquidating feature. Offsetting 
consideration includes wear and tear on employee morale for the 
added work over an extended time, along with such sources of 
added expense as extra staff and extra record keeping, plus the 
continuing logistical problems of storage, transportation, 
inventory control and physical handling of the merchandise.6

One-shot promotions are particularly appropriate for special 
occasions like anniversaries and branch openings. They have 
proved especially effective for quickly building the deposits 
of a new branch at acceptable cost. Some banks prefer one-shot 
over continuity promotions in the belief that they produce more 
deposit dollars per dollar of campaign cost. And, they are over 
with so much sooner.

Most self-liquidating, one-shot programs, in contrast with 
giveaways, are operated without the problem of handling the 
actual merchandise. In such a promotion, the bank gives the 
customer a receipt for his purchase price and forwards the 
order to its supplier for shipment to the customer. Another way 
of accomplishing much the same result is to give the customer a 
certificate, which he takes to a designated local outlet where 
he pays for and receives the merchandise item.7

Having selected a premium program, timing of this program 
must be considered. For the following reasons, timing is obviously 
important. From the operational standpoint, the promotion un
avoidably adds to the work load at many staff levels, and in 
some instances, requires additional personnel for the duration.
A campaign stated during a vacation period by one bank severely

6Ibid., p. 5. 7Ibid.
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cramped several branches that were already shorthanded.8 *
Still more important than operational convenience, is the 

need to stage the promotion at a time when the public will be 
most responsive. A savings program synchronized with interest 
periods finds savers more willing to open or move accounts. A 
blanket pulls most strongly in autumn and an umbrella just before 
the rainy season.^

Aggressive marketing of a premium promotion at gift-giving 
seasons can bring an added volume of business from a segment of 
the public otherwise unresponsive - but only if the premium is 
appropriate as a gift. By advertising at Christmas, Valentine's 
Day or Mother's Day that a customer may buy a complete continuity 
premium at a single transaction if he makes a deposit large 
enough to cover all the required installments, banks have attracted 
desirably affluent male customers for such distinctively feminine 
premiums as tableware and charm bracelets.10

Productive campaigns, however, usually are based on more 
basic business reasons than those above. When a major local 
competitor, for example, raises the savings interest rate, a 
premium promotion has often forestalled or counteracted the 
expected loss of deposits by a bank unable or unwilling to meet 
the higher rate. Many banks have successfully turned to incentive 
programs when they began to lose their accustomed market position. 
Beyond all these special reasons, however, the most frequent 
reason for a customer-incentive project is simply that the bank 
wants to grow.

^Ibid., p . 6.
Q Bryon, op. cit., p. 277.

10Ibid.
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< An incentive program can be only as good as the incentive 
itself. Premium selection is of major importance. The most 
frequent cause of a promotion failure is probably that the premium 
lacked customer appeal. The premium must appeal to all classes 
of people, it must be useful and must have value. Bank marketing 
men and premium suppliers agree that bankers and banker's wives 
seldom are fair judges of a premium's pulling power, because in 
neither taste nor income are they typical of the people who 
respond most readily to premium promotions. The experts unite 
in urging that before deciding on a particular premium, a bank 
should first check carefully with others who have used the same 
item. Since even a glowing testimonial will not prove that the 
premium will work identically in any two markets, the prospective 
user before making up his mind, should test the item - if only 
by getting the preferences of a few typical customers and 
employees.

Time has proved the wisdom of obtaining premiums through an 
experienced, reliable, financially stable supplier who will replace 
defective articles and accept the return of any unused premiums. 
Also, a high quality of premium is vital; inferior premiums 
frequently backfire on the bank.

Minimum size of deposit and other requirements for qualifying 
for a premium must also be established. When undertaking a first 
premium promotion, banks generally stipulate a minimum requirement 
of $25 or less. Banks in generaly prefer using a low minimum.
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Experience repeatedly indicated by most banks that lowering the 
minimum barrier brings a substantial increase in number of 
participants, while only slightly increasing the proportion of 
premium hunters. A lower minimum seems not to reduce signifi
cantly the size of the average opening deposit or first add-on.
Some banks have found that the average size of the opening deposits 
is higher and the total deposits grow more rapidly among customers 
gained in a low-minimum promotion than in a high-minimum promotion. 
Even a bare traffic-building giveaway or take-a-chance campaign 
that does not require any transaction has resulted in increased 
total deposits.

The results of a nationwide sampling, prepared by the
American Bankers Assodiation, strongly questioned the necessity
of restricting a customer's eligibility with such requirements
as high-minimum opening deposits or add-ons or both. The survey
indicated that premium deposits vary from 0 to $200, with more

12than two-thirds requiring either $25 or $10.
Another item of advice often given by major suppliers of 

continuity premiums is that the bank should phrase its conditions 
covering the required minimum deposit as so many dollars or more. 
The "or more" requirement prevents any customer from obtaining 
multiple premiums at a single visit to the bank when making a 
deposit larger than minimum. Also, it assures that the new 
customer or newly reactivated customer must come to the bank time 
after time to bring his deposits and get his premiums. Thereby, 
he is said to acquire the habit of doing business with the bank, * 12

xlIbid.
12 Ibid.
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getting acquainted with bank personnel, and giving the bank more 
opportunities to sell him additional services.

Probably one of the most important items a bank must 
consider when starting a premium program is the banking laws, 
both federal and state. It must be emphasized that the following 
statutes and regulations are highly condensed and not full 
statements of statutes and regulations. Any bank that is in 
doubt about whether a proposed premium promotion conforms to the 
laws and regulations of its jurisdiction would be well advised 
to request a ruling from the appropriate official body.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's position with 
respect to the use of premiums by insured nonmember state banks 
is as follows:

"When such a gift constitutes compensation for the 
use of deposited funds, the aggregate value of the 
gift, plus the interest paid upon the deposit may 
not together exceed the maximum interest prescribed 
by regulation. If the gift is of a nonrecurring 
nature, of nominal value, is given not with the 
intention of providing financial compensation to the 
customer for the use of his funds, but merely as an 
incentive to promote good will and to encourage 
thrift, it may be considered an advertising expense 
and not an indirect payment of interest. The FDIC 
must consider each plan on its own merit, using 
these guidelines."^

The Federal Reserve Board has no official policy on premiums, 
but frequently stated its attitude in commenting"Upon individual 
cases. Its attitude may be summarized as follows: (1) The 
Board does not look with favor upon giving premiums to depositors for *

Letter from Barry K. Robinson, Public Information Director, 
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, August 19, 1970.

13
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opening accounts or for add-ons to existing savings accounts, 
but recognizes that it has become the practice of many banks to 
offer premiums as an advertising or promotional medium and not 
as financial compensation to the customer for the use of his 
funds. (2) No precise dollar limit has been specified on the
value of allowable premiums. The limitations of value within 
which a premium will be considered an advertising expense and 
not an indirect payment of interest are in general identical with 
those of the FDIC outlined above. (3) When the premium consists 
of a chance on a drawing for a prize of considerable value, the 
value of cash chance is so slight that it may be disregarded 
as payment of compensation for the use of funds. Attention is 
called to federal and state lottery statutes. (4) The Board 
has approved credits to accounts as premiums if within the 
guidelines of allowable value. (5) The Board has approved a 
plan that permits the customer to choose his premium from a 
selection of merchandise items that cost the bank between $1.47 
and $3.20 apiece. (6) No depositor may be given more than one 
premium during the period of the drive. (7) The bank may charge 
the customer the amount of the premium if the account is closed 
prior to a stipulated time. (8) Premium drives must not be 
repeated frequently. (9) There should be a definite terminal 
date, not to exceed six months, for the advertising campaign 
and claiming the premium.14 (Precise regulations are found in 
Appendix A)

Regulations vary considerably from state to state. Thirty-six

14American Bankers Association, op. cit., p. 52.
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states report that they have no statute or regulation applying
to the use of premiums and make no comment as to official
attitudes or informal policies in this field. (These 36 states
are listed in Appendix B) Eight states report that they restrict
the value of the premium. This limit is $2.50 in Arkansas,
California, Massachusetts and Nebraska; $3.00 in Indiana.
New Jersey enforces a limit of $2.50 and holds that "no campaign
should extend beyond a one-month period unless there is some

15unusual circumstance". West Virginia does not permit "premiums 
whose value, when added to the amount of interest being paid, 
would cause the total to exceed the legal amount of interest 
set by the Federal regulatory agencies",16 By far the most 
exacting regulation of premium incentives is that of New York 
State. In a Supervisory Circular Letter of June 2, 1967, the 
Superintendent of Banks provided "guidelines to state-chartered 
commercial banks concerning promotional campaigns for thrift 
deposit accounts". Parts of this letter are quoted in Appendix C.

Six other states and the District of Columbia report 
situations which might be accurately described as "no laws or
banking department regulations prohibiting premiums, but ...... ‘

These situations are summarized in Appendix D.
Having obtained the previously mentioned information, bank 

marketing experts must determine if the bank, itself, has the 
ability to promote an incentive campaign. They must find answers 
to such questions as:
(1) What have been savings trends and growth patterns in the past? 15

15Ibid., p. 53. 16Ibid. 17Ibid.
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If a bank's savings growth has been satisfactory, then it 
might seem foolish to consider premiums.

(2) Where has savings promotion been disappointing? In the area
of new account? Activity and growth of present accounts, 
automatic accounts, club accounts? Perhaps a premium 
campaign could provide the vehicle or "shot in the arm" 
to revitalize savings growth. Advertising penetration 
might be heightened substantially through the "unique 
selling proposition" afforded by a well chosen premium.
While a premium won't guarantee success, it can serve as 
a spark to ignite savings activity and development.

(3) Which markets offer best prospects for savings promotion?
If a bank's service area is comprised predominately of 
young or old, white or blue collar, urban or suburban, 
or any combination, these should be given appropriate 
emphasis when determining the projected impact a premium 
would have.

(4) When should a campaign be conducted? Some banks promote
premiums at interest paying dates as a defensive maneuver. 
Others select premiums complimenting a particular season. 
Still other marketing-minded bankers attempt to relate 
timing to periods of peak discretionary income.

(5) How can newly-generated savings be used to the best advantage?
Banks can't afford to compete for high priced time deposits 
merely for growth alone - or just because "others are doing 
it". If a new savings dollar can't be "worked" at a profit,
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the bank is just kidding itself with an expensive form of 
comedy.
In summary, to conduct a successful customer-incentive 

program, a bank must carefully plan it, must organize it in 
detail, and must promote it effectively inside and outside the 
bank. The major requirements for achieving a bank's goals are 
good timing, an incentive plan soundly designed for the bank's 
objective, backing from management, good advertising, premiums 
of high quality and attractiveness, reliable data on the bank's 
market, and use of experienced and reliable premium suppliers.

It is hoped that this chapter has been designed to provide 
management with the facts necessary to make sound decisions 
regarding incentives. Experience has shown that certain types 
of programs are particularly well suited to achieving specific 
promotional aims. Thus, proper matching of the program to the 
objective will significantly affect its success or failure.
Banks with incentive programs that meet the above specifications 
have consistently gained new customers, revived inactive accounts, 
increased deposit totals, and improved their public image - all 
at costs that they consider reasonable in proportion to the 
benefits attained.

This premium may be referred to as a loss leader or a 
traffic builder. It is an important foundation for banks to 
pyramid the sale of all banking services to customers. Once 
a customer or a prospect enters the bank for the purpose of 
obtaining a premium, the bank has the opportunity of cross-selling
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its services. Every time he enters the bank to make another 
deposit, he finds the bank a little friendlier, the surroundings 
a  little less strange and finally he feels that this is where 
he belongs because he is welcomed.

Comparable advantages should be within reach of almost any 
bank that will carry through a promotion on the same general 
pattern.

Each bank should objectively evaluate its own needs. The 
use of premiums is still more an art than a science, so that 
a premium campaign which may blast off in one community can die 
on the launching paid in another.



CHAPTER II

BANK SURVEY
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This chapter is specifically designed to answer the second 
question (see preface), "Have bank incentive programs been 
successful and to what extent?"

In September of 1970 a survey questionnaire (Appendix E) 
was mailed to the marketing department of thirty-eight United 
States banks. Each bank was instructed to complete the survey, 
by providing answers to the fourteen questions, relating to 
bank incentive programs. The information obtained from these 
questionnaires is summarized in the remaining portion of this 
chapter.

The questionnaire was completed and returned by twenty-four 
of the banks contacted for this survey. These twenty-four banks 
were then grouped according to size in deposits; 11 banks were 
grouped in the large Size category of over $550,000,000 in 
deposits, 5 banks were grouped in the medium size category of 
over $250,000,000, but less than $550,000,000 in deposits, and 8 
banks were grouped in the small size category of less than 
$250,000,000 in deposits. These banks were also geographically 
grouped; 5 banks were located in the northeast, 7 in the midwest, 
5 in the northwest, 3 in the southwest, and 4 in the southeast. 
The geographic boundaries are shown in illustration I.

Of fourteen questions banks were requested to answer, only
nine were sufficiently completed to obtain adequate results.
These nine questions will be separately analyzed in this chapter.
Question #1 — Has your bank participated in giving bank premiums

to customers opening new accounts?
Fourteen of the twenty-four banks returning questionnaires 

reported that they have used premium promotions in the past.
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ILLUSTRATION I

Geographic Boundaries used in Classifying Banks by Location
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Of these fourteen, three were small-sized banks, seven were 
large-sized banks, and four were medium-sized banks. Thus, out 
of 8 small-sized banks returning questionnaires only 37.5% have 
had a premium program whereas out of 11 large-sized banks, 63.6% 
have had a premium program, and out of five medium-sized banks 
80% have had a premium program.

In line with the above, one small-sized southwestern bank 
explained its thought on incentive programs in this way: "While 
many banks, savings and loans, and other financial institutions 
have engaged in offering premiums for new accounts of various 
kinds, in our trade territory, we have yet to be convinced that 
offering premiums would attract to our bank any appreciable 
amount of profitable business. Our view is that the small 
account of say under $300 average balance produces a slim, if 
any, margin of profit - and costs just as much to put on the 
books and service as a much larger account."

The answers to question number one seem to substantiate the 
fact that banks, with smaller financial ability for advertising, 
business development and marketing, are least likely to have 
incentive promotions. A nationwide survey conducted by the 
American Bankers Association reveals that only 5% of banks with 
deposits under one million have used premiums, as compared with 
71% of those over five hundred million deposits. This statistic 
is changing; banks under one million in deposits are adopting 
incentive programs at a rate eighteen times faster than banks 
over one hundred million.-1-8 18

18Bryon, op. cit., p. 276.
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The American Bankers Association study also revealed that
of banks having used premiums, two-thirds used them before 1966,
one-half used them in 1966, and nearly two-thirds used them in
1967. The greatest 1967 increase came among very small banks.
Question #2 - List some of your bank premiums and the size of

deposit required by customers in order for them 
to obtain these premiums.

Famous art productions, stainless tableware, family bibles, 
umbrellas, clocks, wigs, stamps, serving trays, china, cameras, 
glassware, scales and ice buckets were a few of the items listed 
as premiums used by different banks. The price paid by the bank 
for these items ranged from $1.30 to $10.00 each. The majority 
of items listed fell within the $2.50 to $6.00 price range.
Banks further reported that the total cost of their incentive 
campaigns varied from' a mere $560 to a more expensive $130,000 
program.

Acquisition costs of deposits gained by incentive promotions 
were reported acceptable to every bank surveyed in the American 
Bankers Association study. Several banks backed up this 
appraisal with figures showing moderate procurement expense per 
$1,000 of added deposits. Advertising appropriations for 
promoting their incentive programs ranged from an outlay 30% 
above the normal monthly budget to imply the cost of a single 
quarter-page insertion in a dozen branch-city newspapers. Every 
bank treated its incentive advertising as a normal part of the 
yearly advertising budget, considered that it did fully as much 
institutional good as if it had featured some other bank service 
and did not charge its cost against the incentive project.19

19American Bankers Association, op. cit., p. 2.
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In answer to the second part of question number two, the 
banks reporting substantiated the fact as presented in chapter 
one, that banks prefer a smaller minimum deposit so as to bring 
in a substantial increase in the number of customer participants. 
Ten of the bank incentive programs required only a $25 or more 
deposit in a savings or checking account to obtain a premium.
Four banks required a $100 or more deposit and one bank program 
required the customer to purchase a $5,000 time certificate 
deposit.
Question #3 - How many new accounts were obtained directly from

your bank's promotion and what was the estimated 
dollar amount obtained?

Seven banks reported figures which are tabulated in illus
tration II in the Appendix of this report. All of the fourteen 
banks reported having been successful in getting the desired 
results from their incentive programs. In line with this, a 
reply from a small bank in the southeast included these remarks: 
"This is the most successful program this bank has ever run." 
Another one of these respondents from a large-sized bank located 
in the southwest wrote: "Our exposure to this one premium offer 
in two branches was successful, but only a modest success. A 
rate advantage is preferable to a premium program, but rate 
advantages are seldom possible."

In conclusion, fourteen out of fourteen banks that have 
employed premiums to build time or demand deposits considered 
the results either good or fair. The same success was achieved 
in promoting branch openings with premiums. Two out of three
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banks using premiums to attract installment loans or safe 
deposit rentals have also reported either fair or good results. 
Incentives made equally good records for other bank services, 
from increasing the number of automobile loans to reviving 
inactive credit cards.

Most premium promotions are aimed at increasing the bank's 
regular savings deposits. More often than not, new checking 
accounts and sometimes even checking add-ons are included in the 
project. Many banks consider them an essential tool to speed the 
local acceptance of a new branch. They have impressively 
increased results when focused on acquiring special purpose 
savings such as Christmas clubs and vacation clubs.

One successful campaign had the primary objective of 
drawing attention to a relatively small bank in a market 
dominated by giant branch systems. Another bank set out to 
crack the young adult market in its area, and did so. Still, 
a third bank had the short-term goal of developing a sales 
awareness in its staff and the long-term goal of improving its 
image among elementary and high school teachers, so that they 
would influence the attitudes of their pupils. At the end of 
the campaign, this bank considered it had gained only slight 
progress toward making salesmen out of bookkeepers, but it had 
reached the school goal.
Question #4 - What specifically induced your bank to participate

in a bank premium program?
Reasons for attempting a premium program varied among the 

fourteen banks answering this question. Six banks attempted a
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premium program as an experiment to see if deposits would increase, 
six banks were forced to try a program because of local competi
tion and customer pressure, and two banks entered an incentive 
program because of the successful results obtained by other banks 
in their area.

A reply from a large-sized bank located in the western part 
of the United States included these remarks: "Our experience 
over the past ten years, and that of other banks, convinced us 
that with all competition being equal in interest rates - the 
premium program was attempted in hopes of bringing us a greatly 
increased share of the markets deposits."
Question #5 - Does your bank feel that the deposits created from

a premium campaign will produce lasting results 
or short run results?

Again, the answers to this question varied. One bank stated 
that 70% of the new deposits gained from an incentive program 
would stay with the bank for two years. Six banks believed 
that the majority of the new deposits were lasting. Three banks 
quoted percentages of 50%, 70% and 87% of new deposits were 
lasting. One bank believed that the new deposits created through 
a premium program would stay with their bank at a normal length 
of time. Two banks felt that deposits created from an incentive 
program would only produce short run results. In regard to 
the two banks believing only short run results would be gained 
from an incentive program, one had never tried premiums and had 
this comment: "Savings and Loan Associations in this state do 
use a considerable amount of premiums to increase their accounts.
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In talking to three different associations, they tell me the 
main thing the people accomplish is just switching their account 
from one place to another in order to obtain the premium."

Contrary statements to the above comment were made by 
several banks. For example, one large-sized bank in the northeast 
said: "We feel that it is a marketing function, therefore, we 
want numbers of people to open accounts so that we can work 
toward encouraging them to 'add-on1 and grow." In the same 
vein, a medium-sized midwest bank wrote: "It is our general belief 
that if a customer has been induced to open an account with our 
bank, he will more than likely remain with us." Another one 
of these respondents from a large-sized southwestern bank, wrote: 
"A decade of experience gives us the belief that 70% of new 
accounts remain with us for two years. And before two years are 
up, we have another premium that gives a shot in the arm to 
deposits, so of course, we believe it worthwhile." It was put 
this way by one large-sized southwestern bank: "Nothing in 
banking is lasting, although we believe these new accounts will 
remain in the bank for the normal period of time." One final 
comment came from a large—sized midwest bank: "Continuity programs 
seem to be better than one short program. With continuity 
programs such as ours, the customer makes several trips to the 
bank. Deposits last at the same rate as regular deposits, our 
research indicates that 70% of the accounts will remain."

Contrary to the conventional antipremium arguments, the new 
depositors that a premium offer brings in include only a very
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small proportion of premium hunters, who open accounts for the 
minimum requirement and close them out when the next bank stages 
a promotion. A recent sampling of attitudes was sponsored by 
a state university's business school among bank customers in a 
city where 40% of the commercial banks and savings and loan 
associations now use premium promotions and another 33% admit to 
considering the idea seriously. Of bank customers surveyed, 
only 12% said they would change banks to get a premium, while 
78% said they would respond to a premium offer by their present 
bank. Statistical studies of the longevity and dollar totals of 
premium-stimulated accounts months and years after the close of 
a campaign typically show a percentage of account retention equal 
or superior to walk-in accounts and annual growth similarly 
favorable.^
Question #6 - Does your bank think premium programs are an

essential part of banking?
Only two banks felt that premium programs were an essential 

part of banking. One of these banks, a large-sized southwest 
bank, made the following comment: "For us, a retail bank, yes.
At least as long as we are concentrating on increasing deposits."

Fifteen banks held a contrary opinion to the bank above.
The following statements were made by several of these banks:
(1) "Essential only to a point of being competitive, not as a 
part of banking." (2) "Our marketing director does not regard 
premium promotions as an essential part of banking. He says, a 
customer who can be obtained through the use of a premium can be 
lost to another bank in the same manner." (3)"No, but they offer 20

20Ibid.
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an excellent tool by which you can market competitive bank
services." (4) "No. self defeating, like trading stamps."
Question #7 - Does your bank feel that banking institutions

should continue this type of bank promotion?
In answer to this question, the banks almost split 50-50. 

Eleven banks favored the continuance of bank incentive programs, 
whereas 10 banks were not in favor of continuing such programs. 
The most interesting aspect of the results was the fact that 60% 
of those not in favor of continuing incentive programs had never 
tried an incentive program. Only 28% of those banks having 
tried premiums were in favor of discontinuing incentive programs. 
One large-sized southwestern bank who was in this 28% group had 
this to say: "Fortunately, banks in this area have not become 
engaged in the wholesale giveaway of merchandise which has 
inundated New York and other areas. We hope they won't plunge 
into this bottomless pit. Certainly, we won't be the one to take 
the first irrevocable step."

Similar to the preceding view is one expressed by a small
sized midwest bank whose answer was: "No, only under extreme 
pressure from customers or other downtown banks."

Contrary to the above, one large-sized northeastern bank 
wrote: "We have continued these programs for several years and 
unless prohibited by law, we will continue." In the same vein, 
a large southwestern bank wrote: "Speaking for our bank only, 
we will always be on the lookout for a widely accepted and wanted 
premium that we can afford." Another one of these respondents, 
a small-sized midwest bank wrote: "We have run several programs 
and tend to judge each individual program. We would prefer to
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compete on pure bank services only."
Question #8 - Would your bank like to see legislation passed

forbidding this type of competition among feder
ally insured banks?

Sixty-six percent of the banks surveyed would not want 
legislation passed forbidding the use of incentive programs.
Most of these banks felt that the banking industry was too 
heavily restricted by governmental legislation at the present 
time. For example, one large-sized bank in the southwest wrote: 
"No, it's ridiculous. There is too much limiting legislation 
now, for a free enterprise economy. Nobody has to go into 
premiums. Those opposed in principle can only object because 
they see competition walking away with deposits that might have 
come to them. Banking is already in a straightjacket, with 
Savings and Loans, our main competition, getting more and more 
leeway." Likewise, a small-sized southwestern bank, wrote: 
"Unless offering premiums can be construed as a violation of 
Regulation Q, we see no reason for legislation regulating 
or forbidding the practice." Contrary to the opinions expressed 
previously, one large-sized southwestern bank wrote: "Our 
marketing director would, and not entirely for selfish reasons. 
He claims the major banks could do more harm to the smaller 
banks than vice versa because of larger advertising and promo
tional budgets."
Question #9 - Does your bank believe that the image of a bank

is hurt by the use of incentive programs?
Fears of damaging the banks image by the use of premiums 

are frequently expressed on the assumption widely held among
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bankers that the public considers banks too dignified for such 
scrambling after business. Popular response to any attractive 
premium offer points in the opposite direction. So does the 
opinion survey conducted by the university business school 
mentioned previously in this chapter. Their survey showed that 
59% of all bank customers surveyed were in favor of premiums, 
with 67% of the women and 54% of the men voting yes. Those 
opposed total 28%, those indifferent 13% . 2 1

A nationwide survey conducted by the American Bankers 
Association reported that a little over half, 51%, of the 
banks commenting on premium giveaways said they believed such 
programs hurt the image of the bank, while 38% said they didn't 
affect the image, and 11% said they had no experience with such 
programs. The results of this question, associated with this 
survey in chapter two, were similar to the results in the before 
mentioned survey. Forty-seven percent of the banks believed 
such programs hurt the image of the bank, while 47% said such 
programs didn't affect the image, and 6% had no comments.

An interesting aspect of the results obtained from this 
question was the fact that only one bank, among all the banks 
which never had a premium program, felt that the image of a bank 
would not be hurt by a premium program. This is in contrast to 
banks which have tried premiums. Only four out of fourteen 
banks felt the image of a bank may be hurt by a premium program.

A large-sized southwestern bank said: "When the premium 
programs reach the magnitude of those in New York City, the

2lIbid.
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customers must begin to doubt the sanity, stability and profes
sionalism of the people with whom they are entrusting their 
money. And long-time, loyal customers must wonder why new 
customers are so zealously being courted."

Similarly, a medium-sized southeastern bank had this to 
say: "Again, this varies by bank; generally it does not enhance 
one 1s image."

In line with this, a small-sized midwest bank wrote:
"Often the image is hurt, depending on customer profile and 
present image."

A large-sized southwestern bank said: "Yes, not necessarily 
with the general public, but with the merchants with whom you 
must compete in any premium program."

This comment came from a medium-sized midwestern bank:
"Your image is never hurt - with a good taste of premiums."

A reply from a large-sized southwestern bank included these 
remarks: "Obviously not! Ten years ago there was great concern, 
but watching the acceptance by customers, we no longer fear this 
canard. People like their bank to be progressive, and premiums 
have been offered by the largest in the world, Kansas and Britain 
notwithstanding. It's a new ballgame, among the large, aggressive 
banks."

Another one of these respondents, a small-sized midwestern 
bank, wrote: "Occasionally a bank's image can be hurt - depends 
on how the advertising and promotional effort is designed. If 
we really thought it hurt our image, we would not get involved."
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A large-sized midwest bank bluntly said: "No - definitely 
not. We have research to support this."

This idea of the importance of the approach and its effect 
in the bankfe image was mentioned specifically by about 10% 
of the survey respondents. On a size-of-bank basis, there 
was little variation within the three groups - small, medium, 
and large - as far as the effect on the bank's image of giveaway 
programs is concerned, with about half in each category saying 
the image is harmed.

It wasn't too many years ago that the banking field was 
taken by the concept of public relations, and banks all over the 
place started doing things that they hoped would make their 
establishments a little less austere. Someone told bankers to 
smile, and soon every bank in town was running ads saying that 
their bank was a friendly place to do business. And banks started 
giving away a plethora of rain caps, shopping bags, and ball
point pens.

More recently, the banking field has become marketing- 
oriented, and they have discovered that you don't have to give 
things away just to be nice guys, you can give things away and 
measurably increase business. The fact that many banks are 
employing premiums and other merchandising techniques is 
encouraging to many bankers because it represents a sharp break 
from past tradition.
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Conclusion
The results of the bank survey in chapter two are summarized 

below:
I. Almost 60% of the banks surveyed have used an incentive program 

to increase deposits.
II. Banks with deposits under $250,000,000 are least likely to 

have used an incentive program.
III. Midwestern and northeastern banks are more apt to have tried 

an incentive program than banks in other locations throughout 
the United States.

IV. Banks having used premiums prefer requiring smaller deposits
with a greater increase in the number of customer participants.

V. All of the banks, in this survey, that have used a premium 
program said the program was successful in achieving their 
desired goal.

VI. Banks reported having attempted premium programs for a 
variety of reasons.

VII. The majority of banks, having used premiums to attract new 
deposits, reported that most new deposits would remain with 
their bank at least the normal length of time.

VIII. Most banks feel that incentive programs are not an essential 
element of the banking industry.

IX. Fifty percent of the banks surveyed favored the continual use 
of incentive programs, with a larger percent of midwest and 
northeastern banks in favor than other geographic regions of 
the United States.
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X. Only 34% of the banks surveyed were in favor of having
legislation passed forbidding incentive programs. Midwest 
banks were more in favor of this than banks located in other 
areas of the United States.

XI. Bankers were split 50-50 on whether the image of a bank was 
hurt by the use of an incentive program.

XII. Most of the banks surveyed, who have not tried an incentive 
program, felt that such a program hurt the bank's image.
Preponderant experience of the banking industry indicates 

that customer premiums are a profitable marketing tool. A 
realistic appraisal of such present-day banking promotions 
reveals that the campaigns have ranged from spectacular successes 
to costly failures. Fortunately, it may also be realistically 
noted that the great majority of customer-incentive programs 
originated by banks have been successful in varying degrees.

The programs have been so successful, in fact, that some 
banks have used repeated customer-incentive programs and are 
convinced that the effects of each campaign are cumulative and 
that, consequently, each campaign gains leverage from its 
predecessors.

All-out advocates of premium merchandising like to say that 
the only banker opposed to using premiums is the banker who 
never has tried them. This overstatement contains a germ of 
truth as can be seen from this paper's bank survey. Incentives 
cannot provide profitable solutions to every market problem, nor 
are they invariably successful in all circumstances. Nevertheless,
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many bankers who today are enthusiastic for incentives were once 
diametrically opposed to the concept and gave their consent to 
a premium project only after competition or other outside 
pressure forced their hands. When an incentive campaign 
actually accomplishes what its originators predicted, die hard 
opponents generally reverse their attitudes and often beat 
the drums for premiums.

Officers in top management and commercial lending commonly 
object to customer-incentive promotions because of the resultant 
loss of corporation and correspondent accounts. Such misgivings 
are contradicted by the experience of every bank surveyed in 
preparation for this paper. Neither was there an instance of 
a local merchant being dissatisfied with the bank for offering 
a premium similar to an item that he sells. Some bank promotions 
actually have increased sales for local stores by stirring public 
interest in the type of article being given out.

Those who are against premiums say that the excess cost 
outweighs the advantages; that premiums are in fact "white 
elephants." The "white elephant" people say the cost is too 
high because:

1. Premiums cheapen the bank's image and place banking on the 
same level as grocery stores.

2. They result in a large number of small, short-lived accounts.
3. The cost per new account is excessive.
4. People who made a deposit or opened an account only a few 

days before the campaign are always offended.
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5. Other customers who have been "banking with you for years," 
will feel entitled to a premium also.

6. No premium is acceptable to everyone and advertising 
impact is consequently limited.
7. Tellers or new accounts personnel must handle premiums to 

the possible detriment of overall customer service.
Some of these are potential pitfalls for the premium user.

If overlooked or allowed to mushroom out of proportion, they can 
present formidable barriers. But on the other hand, those who 
favor the employement of premiums feel strongly that despite 
some limitations they are still very effective. This group offers 
the following arguments in favor of premiums:

1. Premium promotions do not necessarily lower the bank's 
prestige. Actually, they can enhance the image by "personalizing" 
the bank. As for the "grocery store" label, the grocery store
is the only other place of business where most of the general 
public believes it gets better service than at a bank.

2. Retention studies of savings accounts attracted by premium 
offers show that these accounts not only compare favorably with 
those opened by customers for other reasons, but that dollar 
amounts nearly always show an overall increase in follow-up 
surveys.
3. The unit cost of premiums might seem high but, considering 

the cost of advertising in any form, it must be realized that 
very seldom do we receive something for nothing.

4. Finally, premiums generate high-pitched customer interest
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requiring specific action; provide a tangible incentive for 
immediate public response; create staff sales enthusiasm 
which influences the customer's attitude; and permit heavily 
concentrated selling efforts to be exerted in a relatively short 
but critical period of time.

Interpretation of the figures and facts in this survey data 
will necessarily vary. Numerous considerations deserve weighing 
against the temptation to accept statistics of performance as 
equivalent to a true measure of potential. No proof exists 
that what banks actually have done is what they could or should 
do for optimum results. It is always possible that the degree 
to which a premium promotion succeeds does not reflect the 
intrinsic merit of customer incentives but rather results from 
factors in that bank's program.

Premiums, when used properly, can do a reputable job. When 
employed to fill a specific need, they make a powerful tool, 
but it should be emphasized that a premium campaign can never 
supplant a sound, comprehensive marketing program. Nor can 
premiums - regardless of their effectiveness - replace the basic 
ingredient called service. Banks can attract new business with 
premiums but they cannot hold it without good service and
reasonable rates.
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Federal Reserve Board Regulations 
Regarding Bank Incentives and Giveaways

Apparently both time and demand deposits may be attracted 
through the use of premiums; at this point, we cannot find an 
interpretation to the contrary. Time limits on certain accounts 
attracted by the premiums, as well as the number of days for 
the premium promotion, would be matters of individual commercial 
bank policy.

The question has been raised whether a member bank may 
advertise a retail price of merchandise offered as a premium for 
a deposit. The Board considers that such advertising might 
mislead depositors in comparing premiums offered by competing 
institutions. Retail prices are generally uncontrolled and 
vary considerably. Permitting advertising of retail prices 
might result in some institutions advertising the highest price 
at which the merchandise has been sold to consumers, and the 
depositor might believe that he will receive a premium of 
greater value for his deposit than will actually be the case.

Accordingly, the Board would regard an advertisement by a 
member bank that includes the retail price of premiums offered 
for deposits as a violation of Section 217.6(f) of Regulation Q, 
which provides that "No member bank shall make any advertisement, 
announcement, or solicitation relating to the interest paid on 
deposits that is inaccurate or misleading or that misrepresents 
its deposit contracts."

PREPAYMENT OF INTEREST ON DEPOSITS

APPENDIX A

The Board of Governors has considered the status under
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Regulations Q and D of certificates of deposit offered by a 
member bank with interest paid at the time of issuance.

Under the plan considered by the Board, the bank offers 
to prepay interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum on a 
certificate of deposit in an amount less than $100,000 with a 
single maturity from two years to four years and eleven months.
In the event the deposit is paid before maturity in accordance 
with Section 217.4(d), relating to payment in emergencies, the 
deposit contract authorizes the bank to recoup from the principal 
an amount sufficient to reduce the depositor's yield on his 
investment to no more than 5 3/4 per cent on the funds withdrawn 
for the time such funds are on deposit (the current maximum rate 
on deposits of less than $100,000 with a maturity of at least 
two years).

If interest were prepaid at the rate of 5 3/4 per cent per 
annum, the bank would violate Regulation Q. In such a circum
stance, the prepaid interest could be reinvested with the member 
bank and earn interest at the rate of 5 3/4 per cent. In such 
event, the aggregate amount of the prepaid interest plus interest 
thereon would exceed the maximum amount the bank could have paid 
at maturity of the certificate with interest computed at the 
current maximum permissible rate on the type of deposit involved 
(5 3/4 per cent).

Under the plan offered by the bank, the depositor receives

APPENDIX A
- 2 -
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a yield on his investment in excess of the amount of interest 
that a member bank may pay under Regulation Q for one year on 
the type of deposit involved. However, this consideration is 
not determinative in view of the maturity of the deposit. The 
significant consideration is whether the amount of prepaid 
interest plus interest thereon at the maximum rate that may be 
paid on the type of deposit involved exceeds the aggregate 
amount of interest that could have been paid on the deposit at 
maturity computed at the applicable maximum rate. Stated in 
another manner, the amount the depositor receives at maturity 
of the certificate may not exceed the amount he actually places 
with the bank at the time of issuance of the certificate (the 
face amount less the amount of prepaid interest) plus 5 3/4 per 
cent per annum on such amount for the life of the deposit.

Based upon these considerations, the Board concluded that 
the plan offered by the member bank is consistent with the 
provisions of Regulation Q. In view of Section 217.6(f), relating 
to accuracy of advertising, the bank should avoid, as with 
respect to any other time deposit, any statement that might 
mislead potential depositors into believing that they may 
withdraw their deposit at any time before maturity with an appro
priate deduction to adjust the effective yield on the deposit.

In view of the form of the contract, reserves should be 
maintained against the face amount of the certificate in accordance

APPENDIX A
- 3 -
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with Part 204 (Regulation D), without deduction for prepaid 
interest. If the form of the contract were on a discount basis 
so that the amount of the bank's obligation to the depositor 
increases over the life of the deposit, reserve requirements 
would initially apply only to the amount of funds received for 
the certificate, just as in the case of a certificate sold at 
the face amount with interest paid at maturity.

p  p^Letters from Barry K. Robinson, op. cit.

APPENDIX A
- 4 -
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S-2122a
TITLE 12— BANKS AND BANKING 

CHAPTER II— FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
SUBCHAPTER A— BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

PART 217— INTEREST ON DEPOSITS
(Reg. Q)

Premiums; Method of Computing Interest

Section 217.147 Premiums not considered payment of interest.
Section 217.2(b) of the Board's Regulation Q, relating to 

the payment of interest on deposits, provides that, for purposes 
of the Regulation, "any payment to or for the account of any 
depositor as compensation for the use of funds constituting a 
deposit shall be considered interest." In applying this provision 
on and after March 1, 1970, the Board of Governors will regard 
premiums (whether in the form of merchandise, credit, or cash) 
given by member banks to their depositors as an advertising or 
promotional expense rather than a payment of interest if (a) the 
premium is given to a depositor only at the time of the opening 
of a new account or an addition to an existing account; (b) the 
premium is not given to any depositor on a recurring basis; and 
(c) the value of the premium or, in the case of articles of 
merchandise, the wholesale cost (excluding shipping and packaging 
costs) does not exceed $5.00, except that the value or wholesale 
cost may be not more than $10.00 if the amount of the deposit is 
$5,000 or more.
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These 36 States have no Statutes 
or Regulations Regarding Bank Incentive Programs

Arizona New Hampshire
Connecticut New Mexico
Delaware North Carolina
Florida North Dakota
Georgia Ohio
Hawaii Oklahoma
Idaho Oregon
Iowa Pennsylvania
Kansas Rhode Island
Kentucky South Carolina
Louisiana South Dakota
Maine Tennessee
Maryland Texas
Minnesota Utah
Mississippi Vermont
Missouri Virginia
Montana Washington
Nevada Wyoming
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New York's Superintendent of Banks 
Guidelines Concerning Promotional Campaigns

It is the sense of the Banking Board that the Superintendent
should continue to require a presentation of promotional plans
to the Department prior to their implementation, and that the
Department should review such plans for conformity with the
following standards:
(1) A banking organization may conduct a limited promotional

campaign in connection with the opening of a new branch 
and may, in addition, conduct one promotional campaign 
per office per year, either as part of a bankwide promotional 
campaign or otherwise.

(2) Gifts or premiums offered as an inducement to open an account
or to add to an existing account shall not cost more than 
$2.50 each, including in-freight and packaging charges.

(3) Only one gift shall be permitted for each account opened or
increased.

(4) No promotion shall exceed one month in duration, irrespective
of whether the promotion is related to a bankwide campaign 
or to the opening of a new branch.

(5) No cash or account credit may be offered, but so-called
"door prizes" may be offered if their cost is (a) modest 
and (b) reasonable under all circumstances.

(6) If a service charge is to be made against any account which is
closed before a specified time (usually one year), the amount 
and reasons for the charge must be stated on the signature 
card of an account and must be permitted by the bylaws or 
regulations of the banking organization conducting the promotion

2 3 •Silleck, S. B. From a speech he presented to the Premium 
Merchandising Executive Club of N. Y., 1969.

23
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The Current Views of Six States 
Regarding Bank Incentives

Alabama: It has been our policy to discourage commercial
banks from issuing premiums.

Alaska: The statutory authority to order a bank to cease
engaging in any unsound banking practice would cover an inappro
priate incentive program.

Colorado: We encourage banks to keep the value of the
premium to a very reasonable amount and to limit the premiums to 
one for each account.

District of Coltimbia: Gifts or free services which are 
nominal in value, nonrecurring in nature, and offered uniformly 
to all prospective depositors . . . may be utilized.

Illinois: We use our regulatory powers when we feel that
the use of premiums is being abused.

Michigan: As a matter of general practice, we follow the
rules of the Federal Reserve System.

Wisconsin: We have requested banks to hold the cost of
premiums to minimum amounts, and to give them for a single 
rather than a continuing action.̂

^American Bankers Association, op. cit., p. 53.

APPENDIX D

(Note: This footnote applies to the entire page).
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Date__________________________
(If your bank is presently active in a premium program, please 
answer questions, as completely as possible, up to this date.)

I. Has your bank participated in giving bank premiums to customers 
opening new accounts (savings, checking, CD's, etc.?)

Ye s_________
No _________

II. Please list a few of your bank's premiums and the type of account 
required in order to obtain the gift.

Premium Type of Account

Example: American Flag $100 Checking Account

[II. What was the total number of gifts, listed in question #2, handled 
by your bank? (If more than one gift, list each total separately.)

IV. What was the cost of each gift involved in your premium promotion 
and what was the bank's total cost involved in the bank giveaway?

V. How many new accounts (savings, checking, CD's, etc.) were
obtained directly from your bank's promotion and what was the 
estimated dollar amount obtained? (Please separate by type of 
account opened).

VI. What specifically induced your bank to participate in a bank 
premium program?

II. Does your bank believe the results of your premium program are
lasting? Will the program only produce short-run results? Does 
your bank think that the new accounts opened during the promotion 
drive will remain in your bank?



Does your bank consider your premium program a success?

Does your bank think premium programs are an essential part of 
banking?

Does your ban 
bank promotio 
again or is i

k feel that banks should 
n? Would your bank ente 
t presently in a second

continue this type of 
r this type of promotion 
or third premium drive?

Would your bank like to see legislation passed forbidding this 
type of competition among federally insured banks ?



image of a bank is hurt byXII. Does your bank believe that the
such premium programs ?

XIII. Does your bank believe that premium programs are luring money 
from one bank to another or they are actually creating new 
deposits?

XIV. Does your bank feel that there is a real value to a premium 
program?
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ILLUSTRATION II

Geographic DollarBank Size Location Number of Accounts Amount
medium northwest 224 new savings accounts $ 296,433.83

303 add-ons to savings 157,628.65
large midwest 3,200 new golden passbook

accounts 3,000,000.00
11,000 new savings accounts 1,700,000.00
5,500 new checking accounts 1,600,000.00

small midwest 400 new accounts 500,000.00
200 add-ons to accounts 1,200,000.00

large southwest 66 new checking accounts 33,562.00
192 new savings accounts 52,230.00

large midwest 6,000 new checking accounts
400 new checking accounts -

small southeast 1 2,138 new savings accounts 2,758,000.00
large southwest (no figure given) 50,000.00

Banks reported having these results with their Incentive Programs
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